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Press Release 5/2015

All JLT Mobile Computers Compatible with New Windows 10
Operating System
New operating system makes rugged computing even more accessible and reliable
Växjö, Sweden, 5 August 2015 * * * JLT Mobile Computers, Swedish developer and
manufacturer of rugged computers for demanding environments, announces that all JLT rugged
computers have been tested to be compatible with Microsoft Windows 10. Upgrading JLT
computers with Windows 10 enables the user to take advantage of the new operating system’s
enhanced security and productivity features, while retaining the quality standards, reliability and
market leading performance of JLT products.
JLT products are recognized around the globe as the most rugged, reliable, high-performance
vehicle-mount computers on the market. The rugged computers from JLT are designed groundup for tough environments such as transportation, logistics, mining, automation, and forestry.

With the recent uprating to wireless connectivity across JLT’s entire range of rugged computers
(announced on March 30), and support of the new Windows 10 operating system, JLT is leading
the way in making rugged computing even more accessible and reliable for all mobile users.
Combining the advantages of Windows 7 and Windows 8 and adding a range of new features,
Windows 10, the latest operating system from Microsoft, is far superior to its predecessors. It is
faster, has better built-in security features and makes it easier to navigate between tasks.
“Delivering products with high standard over two decades, JLT has taken a leading position in
the high-end of the rugged computer market where performance and reliability are essential
criteria when choosing a computer,” said Per Holmberg, CEO at JLT. “With Windows 10 as a
supported option, we reinforce this position and meet the demanding customer requirements
within segments such as warehousing, mining, forestry, agriculture, and ports.”
The new Windows 10 operating system has been tested with JLT rugged computers. A free
upgrade to the latest software is available for users with Windows 7 PRO through Microsoft.
Windows 10 will shortly be provided directly from JLT for both new and existing clients as well.
About JLT Mobile Computers
JLT Mobile Computers is a leading developer of rugged mobile computers for demanding
environments. These PC-type computers are developed and manufactured in Sweden for
professional use and are characterized by very high reliability in the face of moisture, dust,
vibration, electromagnetic fields or extreme temperature – reliability that is required for use in
areas such as transportation, warehousing / logistics, forestry, mining, automation, military and
rescue vehicles. JLT operates globally with offices in Sweden and the US, complemented by a
network of sales partners that provide complete solutions and local support. JLT has delivered
over 90,000 PCs since its inception and the company’s turnover in 2014 was SEK 72 million.
The headquarters in Växjö, Sweden houses the development, service and administration
departments. The company was founded in 1994 and since 2002 has been listed on the
NASDAQ OMX, First North, under the symbol JLT by Remium as Certified Advisor. For
additional information, please visit www.jltmobile.com.

